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Abstract

Sketch interactions based on interpreting multiple pen markings into a 3D shape is easy to design but not to use. First of all, it is difficult for the

user to memorize a complete set of pen markings for a certain 3D shape. Secondly, the system will be waiting for the user to complete the sequence

of the pen markings, often causing a certain mode error. To address these problems, we present a novel, interaction framework, suitable for

interpretations based on single-stroke marking on pen-input display; within this framework 3D shape modeling operations are designed to create

appropriate communication protocols.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Most of the 3D modeling systems of WIMP1 style do not

match many important benefits of traditional tools such as

pencil on paper to communicate design ideas at an early

stage [8]. One of the main advantages of pencil-on-paper

interface is that it allows ambiguous sketching, which is

quite opposite to the existing sketch-based approaches having

uniform binding similar to UNIX command line interpreter

(i.e. one pen marking results in one command) and does not

distract the focus of the attention from drawing task (e.g. for

selecting menu buttons). Pen-input display implements most

features of the pencil-on-paper paradigm although the pen-

input display still have limited resolution and the display is

not as handily manipulated as paper. Meanwhile, it is still

questionable freehand drawings can be quickly and directly

led to a feasible 3D model for engineering purposes. For this,

many sketch-based approaches [2,4,9,12,15,19,25,33] have

been suggested; user inputs pen markings and the system

interprets them as a geometric primitive or as a modeling

operation. However, providing interpretation to the pen
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markings, called informal interface [19,20], has posed the

following problems:

† Uniform binding: Sketch-based systems interpret each pen

marking and convert it into a primitive component (or a

command). However, not all the pen markings carry a

definite user intention, since they often come out of a

vague idea.

† Geometric ambiguity: Geometries contained in a 2D pen

marking may be insufficient to be used to infer 3D

geometries, requiring further user interventions.

† Memorability: Usually a sequence of pen markings are

required to constitute an interpretation into a 3D shape

(e.g. a box, a cone, etc.). Therefore, it becomes even

harder for user to remember the constituents of the pen

sequence.

The problems listed above can now be rephrased:

‘inappropriate communication protocols between the user and

the system’. To handle these problems, research needs to span

topics from user interface design to 3D modeling. However, the

earlier 3D sketch systems seem to put aside the issues of user

interactions, while immensely emphasizing the importance of

3D modeling functionalities.

Contributions: We solve the problems by (1) reducing the

number of pen markings that should be recognized for 3D

modeling operations (mostly arrow-shaped pen markings), (2)

further simplifying the multiple-stroke based pen markings of

the other approaches [2,12,25,33] into single-strokes,
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(3) however, diversifying the number of shapes that can be

made from the recognized pen markings through an interaction

framework, but not by adding more recognizable pen markings

burdening the users in remembering them, which, meanwhile,

was often the case for other sketch-based 3D modeling

approaches. Our design of the sketch-based 3D modeling

system is based on the following key ideas:

† Interaction framework: We generalize an interaction

framework of pen-based modeling system to both 2D and

3D using immediate- and selective-manipulation. All the

input pen markings fall into one of the two techniques so

that a certain feedback can be always given to the user

(Section 4).

† 3D shape modeling: We provide a novel 3D modeling

environment that requires only a few single-stroke pen

markings supporting the following diverse CAD operations:

– A consistent style of model generation based on the

generative modeling paradigm [29] such as extrusion,

sweeping (translation, rotation, freeform), lofting, filling.

– Construction tools: positioning the working axis and

working plane and model transformations such as axis-

aligned translation, rotation, and scaling.

† Sketching gesture: We devise most of recognizable pen

markings for the generative modeling to have an arrow

shape in common. Since this gesture is used in every corner

of sketching practices to represent a certain behavior or

relation between entities, the user can remember and try

them out more easily and instantly.

The problem of uniform binding has not been completely

resolved but relieved by introducing the selective-manipulation

technique. Geometric ambiguity has been overcome by

embedding the interaction framework into the modeling

pipeline; A certain direct manipulator follows after user pen

marking as a feedback with which user can refine her/his

intention. Memorability issue has been improved by adopting

the generative modeling paradigm and introducing a sketching

gesture: most modeling operations are invoked from the

‘arrow’ marking that resembles the modeling behavior of the

generative modeling.

Paper organization: The rest of this paper is organized as

follows. We survey previous work on sketch-based modeling

in Section 2, and give an overview of our system in Section 3.

In Section 4, we describe our interaction framework for pen-

based modeling generalized for both 2D and 3D modeling.

Also, we build the 3D modeling environment consisting of

various generative modeling commands based on the inter-

action framework. In Section 5, we discuss the implementation

issues and present the user testing results of the modeling

system. We conclude this paper and present future work in

Section 6.
2. Previous work

We give a brief survey of interaction and modeling

techniques used in other sketch systems, and discuss the pros
and cons of using the techniques provided by these systems.

For more extensive survey of the field, we refer the readers to

[21,16]; for a comparison between many sketch-based systems

in a wider technological view, see [21]. In Section 2.1, we

discuss interaction techniques developed mainly for 2D planar

drawings and other recognition techniques such as voice

recognition, although they have not been considered for 3D

sketching systems. These techniques serve on the issue how to

properly feedback the user input and to let the user know what

has been done by the system for the input.

Subsequently, we discuss the other sketch-based modeling

systems for 3D shapes. Through this section, we find out what

could have been improved to solve the problems of the

informal interface, listed in Section 1.

2.1. Interaction techniques

Rubine suggested the two-phase interaction and eager

recognition, in which a gesture recognition is immediately

followed by a direct manipulator [27,28]. With the two-phase

interaction, the user is forced to signal the end of the gesture

that makes input behavior awkward. Moreover, physically the

same action (e.g. dragging) is used for conceptually two

different tasks (e.g. drawing and manipulation). An

example can explain the eager recognition: the user performs

a create-line marking by drawing a line, followed by a stopping

motion for one-quarter second while continuing to press the

mouse button. The system recognizes the gesture and creates a

straight-line; remarkably, one endpoint of which is placed at

the start of the gesture and the other at the current mouse

position. The user may drag around the latter endpoint (rubber

banding), while still pressing the mouse button.

A good reason behind this input constraint is to keep the

physical tension of pressing the mouse button to the end of each

primitive task, because such periods of tension are

accompanied by heightened state of attentiveness and

improved performance [3,28]. However, the two-phase

interaction imparts a feeling to the user that only a special

parameter is important. The eager recognition removes the

awkward stopping motion from the two-phase interaction; the

gesture is recognized as soon as enough of it has been drawn.

However, this sharply reduces the number of recognizable

gestures (e.g. line and rectangle cannot coexist within one

gesture set; while drawing a rectangle, a line will be already

recognized), and thus, the range of applications. In our

approach, meanwhile, these problems caused by this awkward

input pattern are solved by adopting the hovering action which

can be found only in pen-input displays recently.

Pegasus in [13] is a line-drawing system, where the user

sketches a line and the system decides on the position of two

endpoints. A constraint solver produces candidates that satisfy

the inferred constraints. All preferable candidates are presented

to be chosen. Its drawback is that the candidate space is often

too thickly populated, distracting the user from drawing.

Suggestive interface [14] extends Pegasus into 3D space; it

displays the possible 3D objects that can be generated from the

current marking (again straight line) under the canvas.



Fig. 1. Three different ways to define a box object from pen markings. (a) Bimber et al. and Zeleznik et al. [2,33]. (b) Hwang et al. and Qin et al. [12,25]. (c) Our

approach.
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This makes the user change the focus of attention into different

places distracting the user. See [23] for the survey on what is

called “mediation” techniques in many areas. In our approach,

we introduce selective manipulation in which only two

candidates are given for a few drawing primitives such as

poly-line, circular arc, spline, or mixture of them in one stroke:

inference results and further interactive drawing for the

drawing primitive inferred.
2.2. Sketch-based 3D shape modeling

To represent diverse 3D shapes, current sketch-based

modeling systems have implemented many gestures [2,33],

which can be recognized and directly converted to 3D shapes.

Research suggests, however, that limiting the number of

gestures is needed considering the ability of the user to

memorize them; for example, the number of the frequently

used gestures for the Newton PDA system is reported to be no

more than four [22]. Although very special effort can be

exerted to design very memorable pen markings, there still

exists a certain cognitive limit.

In [2,33] description of each target shape consists of a

sequence of pen markings: for example, on the left of Fig. 1, a

box is created from three strokes which should form arrow

head junction; they do not need to have any ordering (e.g. left

to right) but between them no other pen markings should come

in. Between these pen markings, no feedback is given but only

after recognizing them as a box. Feedback is an important

criterion for a good interactive system [6]. Often, the user does

not get any hint of what her input is bringing about: “Has the

pen marking been correctly recognized?” or “Can I input the

next pen marking?” This tends to cause unintended mode
Fig. 2. (a) In Eggli’s approach, two nearly symmetric curves (only open curves) are

one open curve (only open) just produces a rotational sweep. (c) In Qin’s approac

approach.
errors, when the user forgets what was input previously. For a

detailed discussion on mode errors in interactive systems, see

[26]. On the other hand, such lines are limited to represent only

3D objects, users are strongly prohibited from performing

sketching (i.e. scratching, doodling, and so on): It is the

problem of uniform binding.

Hwang et al. [12] suggested a 3D sketch system based on

feature detection, i.e. box and cylinder features. For example,

suppose that a new input line constitutes an arrow-head

junction with the two existing lines that are already recognized

as a rectangle (see on the right of Fig. 1) and they are

perpendicular in a fixed isometric projection. Then, the system

recognizes them as a box feature. Notice that unlike Zeleznik’s

approach no constraint such that the three lines should be

drawn successively is imposed. However, it restricts the user’s

input behavior in that he/she cannot draw the arrow-head

junction which may be flat.

Qin et al. [25] made the following improvements to

Hwang’s approach: (1) one pen marking can include several

segments, each of which can be a primitive, (2) more features,

i.e. revolution surface and sweeping, are added (see Fig. 2(c)).

The arrow-head junction in Hwang’s system is replaced by a

closed curve and an extrusion line emanating from the curve.

Eggli et al. [5] added more interactive features to Hwang’s

approach; before invoke extrusion operation, user picks a menu

button to let the system know that the coming input marking is

for extrusion.

Differently from the above approaches, in our immediate

manipulation, after the arrow shaped pen marking, a direct

manipulator comes for feedback while the pen is hovering over

the screen surface, which adjusts the extrusion depth or the

amount of the rotational sweep.
input to produce a rotational sweep. (b) In Bimber’s and Zeleznik’s approaches,

h, a curve tangentially touching a circle produces a rotational sweep. (d) Our



Fig. 3. (a) Zeleznik’s approach to translate a face. (b) Our approach.
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Lim et al. [21] made a rigorous survey on most sketch-based

modeling systems published so far and proposed a method to

represent vague geometry sketched. This allows the user to

draw vague objects and the system keeps them in a hierarchy.

For example, for an object, such as a cube, the hierarchy on its

geometry consists of at least five levels. However, it is still not

clear how to use such information in 3D modeling environ-

ment. It seems to us that all the decisions on a specific type of

the curve objects at the leaf level are put to the later

applications. In our approach, this problem of reaching a

decision is provided with a user interaction technique, so

called, selective manipulation.

We weigh the pros and cons of the aforementioned sketch-

based modeling schemes. As far as feedback is concerned, they

all have uncomfortable interaction frameworks since there

exist only input pen marking and the resulting interpretation;

no intermediate steps are taken. Nonetheless, object trans-

formations in [33] are valuable in that they can be used for

further diversifying base shapes or for recovering from

recognition errors. However, they require another different

pen marking to remember (see Fig. 3); nevertheless, they

provide no explicit construction tools other than face

transformation. Meanwhile, Qin’s system is more consistent

in modeling style than the others in that box and cylinder

features are specified in a consistent way. However, as for the

number of representable shapes, it is not comparable with [33].
3. System overview

In this section, we give an overview of our sketch-based

modeling environment and, in the following sections, we

explain two important issues relevant to devising such an

environment in detail, i.e. interaction framework and modeling

framework. We begin this section by defining terminologies

that we use throughout the paper.
3.1. Terminologies

Definition 1 (Dragging and hovering action). Pen movement

while the pen is touching a flat screen surface is called

‘dragging’. Movement without touching but keeping within a

certain distance to the surface is called ‘hovering’.

Hovering is identified as a gestural element. This action is

supported in most tablet PCs which use electromagnetic
digitizer [31]. Moreover, this action lets the user move the

cursor quickly and easily.

Since the pen movement is made by three fingers, wrist,

and forearm in unison, kinematically the transition from

the dragging action to the hovering action is continuous.

By recognizing this gestural element, we separate, physi-

cally as well as conceptually, ‘drawing on paper’ and

‘manipulating (editing) an object’, on the continuously

changing curve of muscular tension. Dragging is used for

drawing an object and hovering action is used for

manipulating an object.

Definition 2. (Picking action). Let p be a pen marking and kpk

its arc length. We call the pen marking ‘picking’ if kpk is small

(e.g. less than 5 pixel-lengths). In the context of using the

mouse, it is also called ‘clicking’.

Now, we define what interpretation means in the context of

our application, since it is sometimes used with different

meanings in different areas.

Definition 3 (Interpretation). Let C be a set of general

commands, and T a mapping from the pen markings to C. If p is

a pen marking and T(p)Zc, c2C, we call c the ‘interpretation’

of p. More precisely, c is the (T,C)-interpretation of p.

Notice that pen marking itself can be treated as an

interpretation with further user interaction.

Definition 4 (Identical interpretation). When a pen marking

is mapped to itself, the resulting interpretation is called

‘identical interpretation’, T0, also known as ‘personal touch’,

‘as-is’ drawing, or ‘content marking’ [9,18].

In our approach, most basic result of pen marking is always

identical interpretation as will be discussed in the later section

for interaction framework; which lets the system stay like a

sketch pad. None-identical interpretation needs more par-

ameters to be set; for example, an interpretation, ‘rectangle’,

will have two corner points to be presented. Thus, we need

more to complete the interpretation.

Definition 5 (Command parameters and Inference). The

variables that can affect the final presentation of an

interpretation c are denoted by {tZtijiZ0,.,m} and called

‘command parameters’. The size of t is denoted by O(t).

Thereby, the final presentation can be represented by c(t). The

process of determining t by the system is called ‘inference’.



Fig. 4. The pipeline of our sketch-based modeling environment.
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To help understanding what command parameters and the

inference in this context are, we bring one simple example. To

visualize what has been done by the system, the input pen

marking p which looks like a rectangle, should be recognized

as a rectangle first (i.e. c). Then the rectangle should have two

diagonal corners (or one axis and two corners). This

information can be directly given by the segmentation results.

However, it is often the case that the rectangle can be aligned

with neighbor objects. This additional information can be

obtained by inference.
3.2. Pipeline

The pipeline of our sketch-based modeling environment

consists of four major steps as follows (also shown in Fig. 4):

(1) Segmentation: Each pen marking is segmented to enhance

the recognition, thus, eventually improving the overall user

interaction by better recognition results. More shape

features are extracted from the segmentation results and

smoothing each segment; for example, primitive type of

each segment (i.e. line, circle, etc.) and chord-length

parametrization of each segment.

(2) Interpretation: Primitive shapes are inferred from the

shape features and bound to the context of modeling

environment to yield a complete command with the

command parameters.

(3) Interaction: The command is combined with an appro-

priate interaction framework. For a fluent flow in the

modeling process, we design a new interaction framework

generalized for both 2D and 3D pen-based modeling:

immediate-manipulation and selective-manipulation.

(4) Modeling: Most 3D modeling operations reminding us of a

certain behavior (e.g. extrusion, transformations) are

combined with immediate-manipulation, while drawing

operations (e.g. line and curve primitives) are combined

with selective-manipulations. Further interaction designed

on the command parameters diversify shapes.

In the following sections, we will elaborate on interaction

and modeling; for the segmentation and the interpretation step

we refer the readers to the authors’ another paper on pen

marking segmentation. In particular, to recognize a primitive

shape from the segmentation results, we adopted the approach
of Hammond et al. [10]; they proposed a general language to

describe shapes using the shape features.
4. Interaction framework

In this section, we present the interaction framework of our

pen-input based 3D modeling environment supporting two

different types of manipulation: immediate-manipulation

combining the interpretation and the direct manipulator and

selective-manipulation combining the two more selectively at

the discretion of the user. The former improves the awkward

input behavior of the two-phase interaction—which was

discussed in Section 2—and the selective-manipulation

permits as-is drawings, thus, allowing the user to perform

vague drawings. Within each type of manipulation, 3D

modeling operations are implemented.

For each pen marking, the system decides whether it should

be directed to either immediate manipulation or selective

manipulation. When the pen marking falls within the depiction

shown in the table (Fig. 7), an immediate manipulation comes;

as for its metaphor, the pen marking is categorized as the tasks

of editing objects, such as transformation, or the tasks of 3D

modeling such as extrusion, which emphasizes behavior rather

than drawing. Meanwhile, all the other pen markings not

connected to the immediate manipulation are combined with

selective manipulation; that is, drawing behaviors (not editing)

results in selective manipulation. Within the selective

manipulation, user can just either perform vague drawings or

selectively achieve hard-line drawings such as curve primi-

tives, which tastes of computer-aided design.
4.1. Immediate-manipulation

The interaction scenario for immediate-manipulation is as

follows:

(1) The user inputs a pen marking.

(2) The system interprets it and presents a direct manipulator

corresponding to the interpretation.

(3) The user interacts with the manipulator, while hovering

over the screen surface.

We call the technique immediate-manipulation, since the

direct manipulator follows immediately after the pen marking.

A possible drop of muscular tension in the transition from



Fig. 5. Immediate-manipulation. Hovering over the screen surface right after the pen marking moves the object, which is, then, drawn with thin solid line. After the

picking, which fixes the position of the object, hovering causes nothing.
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the dragging action to the hovering action is, though slight,

compensated by visualizing the direct manipulation providing

visual feedback.

For example, assume that the user specified a move-object

command by a pen marking as depicted in Fig. 5(a). First of all,

the system interprets the pen marking as the move-object

command, denoted by c. Along with the intermediate result

c(tZ{t})—t is initialized using a simple inference routine

because it is used to inform the user of what happened only—a

manipulator immediately follows to let the user interactively

decide on the command parameter t. So, while the user

hovering over the screen surface the target object follows the

pen accordingly updating t (see Fig. 5(b)). The user can fix

command parameter t by picking at the screen surface.

To finalize the manipulation explicitly, which corresponds

to the finalize manipulation in the figure, the user pushes the

barrel button on the pen. The manipulation will be terminated

automatically when O(t) is fixed and all ti in t have been

confirmed. When O(t) is variable and at least t0 has been

confirmed, pushing the barrel button will terminate the

manipulation and leave c(t) on the canvas. Pushing the button

while t is under-determined will discard c(t).

Hovering action of the user is distinct enough, both

conceptually and physically, from the action of pen making

because during the hovering action pen does not touch the

paper or leave ink on the paper. Sketching is more concerned

about the act of creating marks on paper rather than editing and

manipulating a drawing, which, on the other hand, are more

emphasized in most CAD applications.
Fig. 6. Creating a cylinder, a cone, and a cu
4.2. Modeling operations with immediate manipulation

We adopt generative modeling [29], which are all invoked

by one class of pen markings, the arrow; moving a profile

curve (or surface), the trace after the movement forms a

final model. This consistent style of modeling automatically

reduces the burden of remembering the recognizable pen

markings; for example, generating different 3D shapes, such as

cube, cylinder (cone), sphere, torus, can be obtained by the

same style of pen marking. Moreover, tools are supported for

the completeness as a modeling tool; for example, model

transformations or construction tools such as a working plane

and a working axis.

We illustrate an example of taking advantage of immediate-

manipulation to model a 3D shape. Fig. 6 shows how the user

creates a cylinder using our system.

(1) The user performs an arrow pen marking, emanating from

a face.

(2) Once the system interprets it as an extrusion command,

denoted by c, two direct manipulators immediately follow

one by one to allow the user to interactively edit the

command parameters, tZ{t0,t1}: t0 is the extrusion

amount and t1 the scaling factor of the top face.

(3) The first shape parameter is adjusted by the hovering-over

action and the system displays the model changing the

height of the extrusion.

(4) The extrusion height is determined by the picking

operation.
t cone in one immediate-manipulation.



Fig. 7. Summarizing the immediate-manipulations. Shaft of the arrow pen marking means the remaining part of it after the arrow-head.
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Fig. 8. Lofting when the number of the section curves are three. (a) The user performs a lofting pen marking, whose shaft emanates from a point on the first curve and

ends at a point on the Nth curve. (b) After the pen marking is interpreted as a lofting command, the user adjusts the seam of the closed curve. (c) The user changed the

direction of C2. (d) Final result.
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(5) Right after this, another direct manipulator comes to help

the user adjust the scaling factor of the top face. Depending

on the scaling factor, the resulting model can be a cylinder,

a cone, or a cut cone.

Consequently, the user can produce different shapes such as

a cylinder, a cone, or a truncated cone with only one pen

marking. This has two advantages over earlier approaches such

as [2,33] that require multiple pen markings: improvement in

memorability and easy recovery from inference errors. Since

user’s sense of 3D space is not always correct, projecting 2D

stroke into 3D space often conveys unwanted errors, not

quantitatively but in user satisfaction.

Fig. 7 summarizes the pen markings that our system

supports for 3D shape modeling, followed by immediate-

manipulation. Fig. 8 generalizes the lofting operation in Fig. 7,

so that N section curves, {Ck(t), kZ1,.,N}, are used for the

final shape of the surface. Fig. 9 shows how transformation

commands are issued by performing different pen markings.

The recognition of the pen marking to issue the scaling

command should be addressed; if the knob around the starting

point of the pen marking is detected, the rest can be recognized

as any other arrow marking. While user’s inputting of the pen

marking, current length of the pen marking (l) and length of the

diagonal of the bounding box (d) are known. Setting the

maximum knob size to k, if lOdp and d!k, the pen marking is

reported to have a knob.

Extracting command parameters: Command parameters

which are inferred from 2D pen markings are not very

important since they are just the initial feedback to the pen
Fig. 9. Affine transform
marking. They will be later on modified through further user

interaction. Problem, anyway, is that this inference causes

geometric ambiguity. Our methods heavily use projection

method. For working axis command, for example, the two end

points of the arrow in 2D are projected onto the current

working plane along the viewing direction and the resulting 3D

points are used for the two command parameters. For another

example, let us consider general sweep. The starting point of

the arrow projected onto the profile curve. From the curve

point, a plane normal to the tangent direction at the point is

computed. The second command parameter is then computed

from the B-spline curve approximating the shaft of the arrow.
4.3. Selective-manipulation

Differently from the immediate-manipulation that empha-

sizes direct manipulation, selective-manipulation is used when

as-is drawing is more emphasized and the application should

be more sketch-based, thus letting the user draw ambiguous

objects.

The difference from other approaches can be characterized by

a question: Whether each pen marking results in a non-identical

interpretation. If yes, this will force the user to draw like the left

side of Fig. 11 for the same structure (or form) [4,9,11,19,25,5,2,

12,13]. However, to allow more freedom for the user to draw like

the right side of Fig. 11, a new interaction technique is necessary.

One metaphor for selective manipulation is this: “A user

places a transparent paper on top of a Wacom LCD tablet, and

sketches her idea on the paper. The system interprets each pen

marking and presents to the user what it can do (but, not what it
ations of a face.



Fig. 10. Selective-manipulation (S). The user provides a rectangular pen marking. (A:1) The cursor is placed on a iconic label during hovering action and the system

visualizes the selectable layer. (A:2) The user picks the icon and started to manipulate the object. (B:1) The cursor is placed on another iconic label during hovering

action and the system visualizes the selectable layer with the inference result. (B:2) The user picks the icon and the system presents the inference result at once. (C)

The user continues to perform another pen marking without any other action.

Fig. 11. Left: A drawing on the assumption that each pen marking carries a

certain non-identical interpretation. Right: For the same form, the user added

more markings to existing markings.
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did) for the input, under the paper. Until the user finds his/her

idea concrete on the paper, she is not forced to go to hard-line

drawing which is always made available under the current pen

marking by the system.”

The interaction scenario for selective-manipulation is as

follows:

(1) The user inputs a pen marking and the system interprets it

(Fig. 10(S)).

(2) The user can choose three types of selective-manipulation:

– Continued manipulation by the user.

(a) The system visualizes the tentative interpretation

after inference under the pen marking on a selectable

layer, only when the cursor is hovering over an iconic

label attached to the bounding area of the pen

marking (Fig. 10(A:1)).

(b) The user may pick up the interpretation to be put into

a modeling context (Fig. 10(A:2)).

– Inference by the system

(a) The system visualizes only the selectable layer when

the cursor is hovering over another iconic label

(Fig. 10(B:1)).

(b) By picking the icon, the user can invoke a direct

manipulator assigned to the interpretation and

manipulate it to his/her intention (Fig. 10(B:2)).

– As-is drawing

The user can continue to sketch, resulting in automatically

discarding the tentative interpretation but keeping the pen

marking ‘as is’ (Fig. 10(C)).
The selectable layer is a transparent rectangular window

with iconic labels (see Fig. 10), having similar usages to the

transparent medium in [17,24,30]. The selectable layer is

placed under the as-is drawing of the input pen marking. Since

the transparent drawing can prioritize information within a

complex display [30], the selectable layer suggests, to a certain

degree, what can be obtained with further interaction, less

distracting the user from his/her sketching process (i.e. the

selectable layer is drawn with a low visual priority while the as-

is drawing with a high visual priority). In our approach we do

not visualize the layer at all unless the cursor hovers over the

iconic labels (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 illustrates an example of the selective-manipulation.

In 2D space, right after each pen marking p (Fig. 10(S)),

the system tries to interpret it; in this example, the user

specified a rectangle. A corresponding selectable layer is laid



Fig. 12. (a) The user drew a planar map. (b) The system produced the interpretation and inference result by selecting the interpretations. Remarkably, the user could

just leave the pen drawing (a) by just continuing sketching.
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under the as-is drawing of the pen marking when the cursor

moves to an iconic label. Similarly to the immediate-

manipulation, the resulting interpretation c(t) requires several

parameters to be set, first tentatively by the inference routine.

For example, the rectangle command needs two additional

parameters, lower left corner t0 and upper right corner t1:

c(tZ{t0,t1}). The command parameters t0 and t1 are
Fig. 13. Automatic generation of alignment objects (dashed lines). Black spots o
initialized using an inference rules and c(t) is transparently

rendered on the selectable layer (see Fig. 10(B:1)). For the

inference and the direct manipulators we use Bier’s snap-

dragging [1]. Detected corner points are attracted to alignment

objects; because his approach does not support automatic

generation of alignment objects to which the cursor is attracted

we established some rules for the generation of alignment
f circle shape denote point objects and rectangular spots intersection points.



Fig. 14. Inferencing command parameters of a straight-line using snap-

dragging. (1) User inputs a pen marking, which is interpreted as a straight-line.

(2) One end point is attracted to an alignment line. (3) The other is attracted to

an intersection point between two alignment lines.
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objects. Fig. 12(a) shows several pen markings drawn and (b)

shows results after the interpretation and inference without

further user intervention.

In our approach, notably, the inference uses Bier’s snap-

dragging [1]. Because his approach does not support automatic

generation of alignment objects to which the cursor is attracted

we established some rules for the generation of alignment

objects. The alignment objects can be one of the following: (1)

axis-aligned lines emanating from the points, which are

recently referenced during manipulation (e.g. touching the

points), (2) lines perpendicular (parallel) to the recently
Fig. 15. Pen markings and their interpretations as primitive elements. From left to r

freeform curve are inferred from the given pen markings, respectively.
referenced line objects, and (3) intersection points between

the line objects or between the line objects and faces. We use a

hash table to store the recently referenced objects. See Fig. 13.

With the aid of these alignment objects, the feature points

detected from the segmentation are used as if they are the

cursor; in snap-dragging [1], the cursor is attracted to objects

(including the alignment objects). Fig. 14 illustrates the

inference process. The resulting 3D points (snap results)

replace the command parameters. For the curved objects, like

splines, the curve points are attracted to the 3D points.

Since our interaction framework provides a safe means for

many inference algorithms, other’s approaches can be used as

well, such as [13,14,5], if they can be made suitable for 3D

space.

4.4. Drawing operations with selective-manipulation

We now consider how to draw curve primitives (e.g.

circular arc, line, etc.), some of which can be connected to form

a face. Fig. 15 shows what the system interprets from the user’s

pen marking. Six primitives are supported: a line, a rectangle

(regular polygons), a circle, a circular arc, a polyline (polygon

if closed), and a freeform curve.

Each pen marking that falls into selective-manipulation is

interpreted as one of the above drawing primitives. For any

non-identical interpretation, the system needs to figure out

command parameters, t (Fig. 16).

5. Implementation, analysis and evaluation

We now discuss the implementation issues of our sketch

system and also present user testing results that we conducted

to verify the effectiveness of the system.

5.1. Implementation

We implemented the sketch system described using the

Visual C programming language and tested on a Fujitsu
ight and top to bottom, a rectangle, a circle, a polyline, a circular arc, a line, a



Fig. 16. Sketching results of various shapes using our system. All of these complex models are sketched in less than 5 min by novice users.
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1.4 GHz Tablet PC running under the Windows XP Tablet PC

Edition. We adopted Weiler’s radial-edge representation [32]

to handle a non-manifold geometric boundary that may appear

during sketching. To automatically detect the filling and

splitting of a polygon from the user’s pen markings, we took

advantage of the planar map algorithm, a well-known result

presented by [7] (Fig. 12).
5.2. Usability tests for the interaction framework

We performed two usability tests: one to check the learning

time and the other to check its usability for experienced users.

For the tests to be more quantitative, we gave the users the

target model they have to model; as for free modeling, the

analysis of the final model and time to reach the level cannot

show quantitative results but qualitative. The target model has

been chosen such that the target model requires diverse

modeling functionalities (i.e. basic primitives, boolean oper-

ations) and repetitive modeling operations that could result in
Fig. 17. An image from a LEGO block model given to the test subjects to d
frequent errors. Since fine freeform models such as the bicycle

body can be achieved by neither using our system nor using

other sketch based modeling systems, we did not undergo the

test.

For the first test, we selected 20 subjects from industrial

design department and divided them into two groups and gave

them a task to build a LEGO block (Fig. 17). The first group

used our modeling system and the other a commercial solid

modeling tool; none of the subjects have used the tools before.

A professional designer with much experiences with the

commercial solid modeling tool was assigned to the second

team for teaching and one author for the sketching system.

Prior to the test, the two tutors planned their tutorial,

especially to define what modeling operations are to be taught

to complete the task, and made user manuals designed for the

task. To teach the first group, the teacher showed them how to

use the needed operations on the tablet PC for some time and

for further reference distributed the printed user manuals. To

teach the second group, the teacher demonstrated
raw: (a) an image for the top part and (b) an image for the bottom part.



Fig. 18. Statistics for the first test.
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the commercial tool on a Desktop PC with mouse and

distributed the printed user manual too. After the tutorial, we

let the subjects to practice until they feel they can build the

model. During the practice, the tutors were sitting in the room

to be available for their questions and possibly teach them more

if needed. When a subject volunteer to take the test of building

the model from the scratch, one of many assistants supervised

the test: pass or fail. The subject who failed the test went back

to practice and learn the tool more. For the evaluation, we

measured two: (1) Time from the beginning of the tutorial to

the point when each subject passes the test, which we call

learning time, and (2) the time needed to build the model

during the test for each subject, which we call modeling time.

About the learning time (shown with blue color bars in

Fig. 18), our system showed better performance (in average

256%). About the modeling time (shown with red color bars),

our system showed almost 400% better performance. One

reason to this difference is that the second group was not taught

how to make full use of the tool, e.g. using short-cut keys; again

then, this will take additional time for teaching and

remembrance. There was one thing that disturbed the first
Fig. 19. Statistics for the second test.
group; our system often crashed, some of the users had to

restart the program, which also takes some time to get used to

the system. Since the target shape was designed considering the

limit of the modeling functionalities of our system as well as

the amount of the time given for the testing (e.g. we could not

simply hold the subjects for half a day or so in one place), we

confess, this test was not very fairly set for the commercial

system.

For the second usability test, we invited two designers who

have used the solid modeling tool for years and two students

attended the test as the experienced users for sketch based

modeling systems (ours and Zeleznik et al.’s system). For the

very experienced users, there is no big difference in completing

the modeling task, however, as we saw in the first user test, the

learning time differs (Fig. 19).
6. Conclusions and future work

We have presented an interaction framework for sketch-

based shape modeling on the pen-input displays. It encases two

different interaction techniques, namely, immediate- and

selective-manipulation. These interaction techniques alleviate

the memorability problem of existing multiple-stroke based

sketching systems, and can create diverse 3D shapes that might

be otherwise limited by single-stroke pen markings of our

approach. Although the idea inserting a further interaction step

to sketching is not new, to all our knowledge, we were the first

to elaborate upon the idea to be used in a 3D modeling

environment.

Our major interaction metaphor for the single-stroke pen

marking was an ‘arrow’ which has been extensively used in

many sketching practices. The metaphor was suitable for the

generative modeling paradigm. We also have carried out user

experiments to benchmark our shape modeling framework, and

the participated subjects have shown a steep learning curve to

sketch complex 3D shapes using pen-input displays.
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Nonetheless our approach still presents many limitations;

our system is specially devised for rapidly sketching CAD-

favored B-rep models, not other types of generic models (e.g.

blobby objects and sophisticated freeform surface models).

Moreover, although we targeted the system that can be out for

real practice, the system is not quite stable yet. To be useful for

practical purposes, first of all, this should support undo/redo

function which is a fundamental one for modeling. While the

user tests, this lack of useful functions did not make good

impression for the users who expected them.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be

found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.cad.2005.10.007
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